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ARIEL SHARON: A LIFE

Random House, 2006. Book Condition: New. Brand New, Unread Copy in Perfect Condition. A+ Customer Service! Summary: Warrior, statesman, peacemaker few world leaders have had as dramatic and pivotal a life story as Ariel Sharon. And as this riveting new biography shows, perhaps no modern leader’s life has been as tightly woven into the history of his nation. Born in 1928 and raised in spartan circumstances on a kibbutz, Ariel Sharon was taught by his parents to take principled stands and then to plow ahead, to "always go see what lies over the next hill." And for decades to come, Sharon would do just that, forging a life of strength, resilience, and sometimes, according to his detractors, reckless and embittered action, indifferent to the violence it unleashed on his enemies. Based on unprecedented access to many of the key players in Sharon’s life, hundreds of interviews, and thousands of pages of documents, Ariel Sharon presents a leader who was first and foremost a military man. Sharon fought in Israel's War of Independence (in which he was left for dead on the battlefield); assembled Israel's first special forces brigade, the wild Unit 101; and led the Lebanon War, the most controversial campaign in Israel's history. As a general, he directed military campaigns that are still studied in military academies across the world. Yet Sharon was also a political animal. This book explores his fraught relationships with prime ministers David Ben-Gurion and Yitzhak Rabin, as well as with legendary minister of defense Moshe Dayan; Sharon’s removal as defense minister after the massacre in the Palestinian refugee camps in Sabra and Shatila; his thirty-year championing of the settlement movement in Gaza and the West Bank; his visit to the Temple Mount in 2000, which lit the fuse for the second Intifada; and his startling...
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**American Legends: The Life of Sharon Tate**
Createspace, United States, 2015. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 229 x 152 mm. Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. Includes pictures. *Includes Tate’s own quotes about her life and career. *Includes...
Peppa Pig: School Bus Trip - Read it Yourself with Ladybird
Penguin Books Ltd. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Peppa Pig: School Bus Trip - Read it Yourself with Ladybird, Peppa and her friends are going on a school bus trip. What adventures will they
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Tinga Tinga Tales: Why Lion Roars - Read it Yourself with Ladybird
Paperback. Book Condition: New. Not Signed; This is a Tinga Tinga tale inspired by traditional stories from Africa. Lion is king of Tinga Tinga but he can't roar! Can his friend Flea help Lion to
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AUTHORHOUSE, United States, 2005. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 223 x 213 mm. Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.No Cupcakes for Jason is the delightful children s story of five-year old
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